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Abstract. A problem in many formalisms for reasoning about multi-agent sys-
tems, like ATL or PDL, is the inability to express that a certain complex action
(as in PDL), choice or strategy (as in ATL) is performed by an agent. However, in
so called STIT-logics, this is exactly the main operator: seeing to it that a certain
condition is achieved. Here we present an extension of ATL, introducing ideas
from STIT-theory, that can express that a group of agents A perform a certain
strategy. As a demonstration of the applicability of the formalism, we show how
it sheds new light on the problem of modelling ‘uniform strategies’ in epistemic
versions of ATL.

1 Introduction

The present paper introduces a so called ‘strategic STIT-operator’ in the framework of
ATL [1, 2]. For those unfamiliar with the STIT-framework: the characters ‘STIT’ are
an acronym for ‘seeing to it that’. STIT logics [3, 4, 5] originate in philosophy, and can
be described as endogenous logics of agency, that is, logics of agentive action where
actions are not made explicit in the object language. To be more precise, expressions
[A stit : �] of STIT-logic stand for ‘agents A see to it that �’, where � is a (possibly)
temporal formula. The main virtue of STIT logics is that, unlike most (if not all) other
logical formalisms, they can express that a choice or action is actually performed /
taken / executed by an agent. The aim of the present paper is thus to add this type of
expressivity to the ATL-framework. But not only do we want to add the standard STIT
expressivity, we intend to define a strategic version of STIT as an addition to ATL. This
enables us to express what it means that a group of agents performs / takes / executes a
certain strategy. ATL itself can only talk about the existence or ‘availability’ of certain
strategies, not that they are actually being performed.

We consider the definition of a semantics for a strategic version of STIT within the
ATL-framework as the main contribution of this paper. Indeed, within the community
working on the STIT framework of Belnap [3, 4, 5] and Horty [6], it is perceived as
an open problem how to define a suitable notion of strategic STIT. As a corollary the
semantics shows how we can make the implicit quantifications in the semantics of the
ATL operators explicit in the object language: the two central ATL operators will each
be decomposed into a strategy quantifier and a strategic STIT operator. To demonstrate
the applicability of the formalism, in section 4 we will discuss an extension with epis-
temic notions, and discuss the problem of ‘uniform strategies’. This has also been the
subject of [7], but section 4 adds in some new insights. Also the present paper differs
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from [7] in that we introduce epistemic notions in a STIT-extension of the ATL frame-
work, whereas [7] introduces epistemic notions in the STIT framework. Furthermore,
here we deal with general strategies, where [7] only deals with one-step strategies.

Central to our approach will be to evaluate ATL-STIT formulas with respect to strat-
egy / state pairs. Tinkering with the units of evaluation has been suggested before in
the literature on ATL and STIT. Horty [6] indeed already suggests it to define a no-
tion of strategic STIT. Although Horty suggests two possible approaches, he circum-
vents the problem of actually giving definitions for the strategic STIT by syntactically
disallowing this operator to occur without an attached operator quantifying over his-
tories. Müller [8] suggests evaluation with respect to strategies to deal with the notion
of continuous action within the STIT framework, and Jamroga and gnotes [9] suggest
to evaluate with respect to sets of worlds to solve the problem of uniform strategies in
epistemic ATL. We will discuss these related approaches in more detail in section 5.

In earlier work [10] we investigated the similarities between the ATL and STIT
frameworks. The present paper is a demonstration of our opinion that there can be
a fruitful exchange of techniques and ideas between both frameworks. The idea for
investigating strategic versions of STIT operators originates from Belnap (Horty [6]
mentions an unpublished manuscript) and Horty. Here we show how we can success-
fully define this concept in the ATL setting. An ensuing next step would then be to
transfer these ideas back to the STIT framework.

2 The Meaning of ‘Agents a Performing a Strategy’

First we need to explain that we think that ‘strategy’ seems not the best term for the
moment-to-action-functions defined in this paper. We feel it would be more in line with
established general AI terminology to call them ‘tactics’ or ‘conditional plans’. Strate-
gies are usually associated with choices for more abstract (sub-)goals, while tactics are
indeed more concrete (conditional) plans for reaching these goals. Yet, to adhere to es-
tablished terminology in both STIT theory and ATL, we will also refer to the conditional
plans as ‘strategies’.

An important conceptual first question is then what it exactly means to say that ’a
group is performing a strategy’. Is whether or not ‘a group is performing a strategy’
actually a sensible concept amenable to logical truth? For instance, in what sense can
it be true that ‘agent j, who is still at home, presently performs the strategy of going to
the railway station’? A strong intuition is that performing an action / choice is a local
matter concerning the present. The problem then seems to be that at any future point j
may reconsider his strategy. Half way to the railway station he may decide to go to the
cafe and have a beer instead. So how could we ever say that an agent is performing a
certain strategy presently if at any future point he may decide to deviate from it? Is it
not that all we can say is that an agent is committed to a certain strategy, thereby leaving
room for the possibility that an agent reconsiders his strategy?

Our answer is that the notion of commitment to a strategy actually presupposes a
notion of performing a strategy. How can we say that an agent is committed to go-
ing to the railway station (which, one way or the other, expresses a certain preference
for some strategies over others) if we cannot say what it means for the agent to actually
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perform going to the railway station? The same holds for strategic contents of epistemic
notions. For instance, if we want to say that we belief that agent A performs a certain
strategy, than first we have to know what it means that A performs a strategy. So, if we
do not accept ‘agent A is performing a strategy for �’ as a meaningful proposition, we
cannot accept ‘agent A is committed to performing a strategy for �’ and ‘agent B be-
liefs that agent A is performing a strategy for �’ as meaningful propositions either. The
conclusion then is that although it is maybe strange to think about the truth of propo-
sitions talking about performance of strategies as such, it is not at all strange to reason
with these propositions within the scope of motivational and epistemic modalities. Hu-
man agents do this all the time. Presently we are committed to performing the strategy
to finish writing this paper (in time), which presupposes that we know what it means
to actually perform this strategy. Also, we believe that president Bush is performing a
strategy of world destruction, which presupposes that it is clear what it means to be
performing such a strategy. So the notion of performing a strategy is not inherently
problematic. We reason with the notion all the time, and the present proposal defines a
semantics for it.

3 ATL-STIT

We present a STIT extension of ATL ([1, 2]) using a non-standard, but concise and
intuitive syntax and semantics.

3.1 Core Syntax, Abbreviations and Intended Meanings

Definition 1. Well-formed formulas of the temporal language�ATL-STIT are defined by:

�� �� � � � :� p � �� � � � � � �A� � �A� � [A]� � �A��
�� �� � � � :� �Uee�

where �� �� � � � represent arbitrary well-formed formulas, �� �� � � � represent temporal
path formulas, the p are elements from an infinite set of propositional symbols �, and
A is a subset of a finite set of agent names E (we define A �de f E 	 A). We use the su-
perscript ‘ee’ for the until operator to denote that this is the version of ‘the until’ where
� is not required to hold for the present, nor for the point where �, i.e., the present and
the point where � are both excluded. The operators �A� and �A� are universal and ex-
istential quantifiers over strategies, respectively. The STIT operators [A]� and �A�� are
read as ‘agents A strategically see to it that �’ and ‘agents A strategically allow the pos-
sibility for �’, respectively. The combined operator �A[A]� is read as ‘Agents A have a
strategy that ensures �’ (this is the ‘classical’ ATL operator, usually written as ��A���),
and the dual �A�A�� is read as ‘A have no strategy to avoid that possibly �’. A more
precise explanation of the intended semantics is as follows:

�A� : there is a strategy (for the set of agents A, from the current state) such that �
�A� : for all strategies (of the set of agents A, from the current state) �

The intended interpretations for the new strategic STIT operators are:
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[A](�Uee�) : agents A perform a strategy that, whatever strategy is taken by
agentsA� ensures that eventually, at some point m, the condition �

will hold, while � holds from the next moment until the moment
before m

�A�(�Uee�) : Agents A perform a strategy giving agents A the possibility to
perform a strategy such that eventually, at some point m, the
condition � will hold, while � holds from the next moment until the
moment before m

We use standard propositional abbreviations, and also define the following operators as
abbreviations.

Definition 2.

[A]X� �de f [A](
Uee�) �A�X� �de f �A�(
Uee�)
[A]F� �de f [A](�Uee�) �A�F� �de f �A�(�Uee�)
[A]G� �de f ��A�F�� �A�G� �de f �[A]F��
[A](�Ue�) �de f [A](�Uee(� � �)) �A�(�Ue�) �de f �A�(�Uee(� � �))
[A](�Ue

w�) �de f ��A�(��Ue��) �A�(�Ue
w�) �de f �[A](��Ue��)

The informal meanings of the formulas are as follows (the informal meanings in com-
bination with the �A� operator follow trivially):

[A]X� : agents A strategically ensure that at any next moment � will hold
[A]F� : agents A strategically ensure that eventually � will hold
[A]G� : agents A strategically ensure that � holds henceforth
[A](�Ue�) : agents A strategically ensure that, eventually, at some point the

condition � will hold, while � holds from the next moment until then
[A](�Ue

w�) : agents A strategically ensure that, if eventually � will hold, then �

holds from the next moment until then, or forever otherwise

Note that all STIT formulas refer strictly to the future. Also, for instance, a formula
like [A]G� saying that � holds henceforth, does not imply that � holds now.

Alternatively, we could have taken [A]�Ue� and [A]G� as the basic operators of
our langauge, which would enable us to define �A��Ue� in terms of them. A similar
choice appears for the definition of related logics like ATL and CTL. However, we
prefer the symmetry of the present setup, and we think the semantics of the new weak
STIT operator �A��Uee� deserves a definition in terms of truth conditions.

3.2 Model Theoretic Semantics

We use alternating transition systems (ATSs) for the semantics. Goranko and Jamroga
[11] argue that to define the semantics of ATL, multi-player game models (MGMs)
provide more intuitive semantic representations in many examples. However, ATSs are
closer to the models used for STIT logics. And actually we do not fully agree that
ATSs are better than MGMs as semantic structures for ATL. We believe it is better not
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to decorate semantic structures with superfluous information. For instance, in MGMs
the actions have explicit names. However ATL is an endogenous temporal formalism
where the strategies (which can be seen as conditional plans) are not explicit in the
object language. So, ATL is not, so to say, ‘aware’ of the actions names. We will come
back to this point in section 4.2.

The assumption behind ATSs is that agents have choices, such that the non-
determinism of each choice is only due to the choices other agents have at the same
moment. Thus, the simultaneous choice of al agents together, always brings the system
to a unique follow-up state. In other words, if an agent would know what the choices of
other agents would be, given his own choice, he would know exactly in which state he
arrives.

Definition 3. An ATS � � (S �� �), consists of a non-empty set S of states, a total
function  : E � S �� 22S

yielding for each agent and each state a set of choices
(informally: ‘actions’) under the condition that the intersection of each combination
of choices for separate agents gives a unique next system state (i.e., for each s, the
function RX(s) � �

�

a�E
Cha � Cha � (a� s)� yields a non-empty set of singleton sets

representing the possible follow-up states of s), and, finally, an interpretation function
� for propositional atoms.

Note that from the condition on the function  it follows that the choices for each
individual agent at a certain moment in time are a partitioning of the set of all choices
possible for the total system of agents, as embodied by the relation �sys

� �(s� s�) �
s � S and �s�� � RX(s)�. And, also note that this latter condition does not entail the
former. That is, there can be partitions of the choices for the total system that do not
correspond to the choices of some agent in the system. Now we are ready to define
strategies relative to ATSs.

Definition 4. Given an ATS, a strategy 	a for an agent a, is a function 	a : S �� 2S

with �s � S : 	a(s) � (a� s), assigning choices of the agent a to states of the ATS.

In semantics for ATL, strategies are often defined as mappings 	a : S � �� 2S , from
finite sequences of states to choices in the final state of a sequence. However, to interpret
ATL, this is not necessary, because ATL is not expressive enough to recognize by which
sequence of previous states a certain state is reached (but ATL* is). More in particular,
without affecting truth of any ATL formula, we can always transform an ATS into one
where �sys is tree-like. On tree structures it is clear right away that a mapping from
states to choices in that state suffices, since any state can only be reached by the actions
leading to it. We come back to this point in section 4.

Definition 5. Strategy functions 	a for individual agents a are straightforwardly com-
bined to system strategy functions 	E : S � E �� 2S for the full set of agents E. Then
	E(s� a) yields the choice of agent a in state s determined by the system strategy 	E.
However, central to our semantics will be partial strategy functions 	A : S � E �� 2S ,
where A � E. These functions are partial in the sense that no choices are defined for
the agents A. For B � A we use the notation 	A�B to denote the partial strategy function
that is the restriction of the partial strategy function 	A to the domain of agents B (note
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that 	A �A� 	A). Furthermore, for A � B � �, we use 	A � 
B to denote the minimal
joined partial strategy function build from 	A and 
B such that (	A � 
B)�A� 	A and
(	A � 
B)�B� 
B.

As said, if in a given state all agents in the system have fixed their choice, a unique next
state is determined by the intersection of all choices. Analogously, if all agents in the
system have fixed a strategy, from any given point, a unique infinite path into the future
is determined by the intersection of all choices in the strategies. We use this in the next
definition.

Definition 6. Given a system strategy 	E, we define the follow up function F�E : S �� S
as the intersection of all choices for individual agents, that is, F�E (s) �

�

a�E
	E(s� a).

Then, by (F�E )n(s) we denote the unique state that results from state s by taking n steps
of the system strategy 	E

Now we are ready to define the formal semantics of the language �ATL-STIT. The
essential new aspect of this semantics is that it evaluates formulas with respect to strat-
egy / state pairs. For a given fixed ATS, the set of all possible strategies for any group
of agents A is well defined. So technically there is no problem with evaluation against
strategy / state pairs. The pairs of an ATS form a two-dimensional modal structure, with
group strategies and (impersonal) moments constituting the two ‘axis’. As is customary
for multi-dimensional possible world structures, we have modal operators interpreted
on individual dimensions only: the strategy quantification operators �A� and �A� are
interpreted on the dimension of strategies, relative to a fixed moment, and the temporal
STIT operators [A]�Uee� and �A��Uee� are interpreted on the moments, relative to a
fixed strategy.

But then the question remains: why should we want to evaluate against strategy /
state pairs? It is clear that we want to give semantics to the strategic STIT operators.
Truth of such operators cannot be determined with respect to states or moments alone,
since in general, at the same moment, agents have a choice between several strategies.
If we really want to give meaning to an operator that enables us to express that it is
true that an agent, or group of agents performs a strategy, we have to take the possible
strategies as units of evaluation. Then, with group strategies as abstract possible worlds,
through evaluation in such worlds we can determine whether or not it is true that a group
of agents strategically see to something.

Definition 7. Validity�� 	A� s �� �, of an ATL-STIT-formula � in a strategy / state pair
(	A� s) of an ATS � � (S �� �) is defined as:

�� 	A� s �� p � s � �(p)
�� 	A� s �� �� � not �� 	A� s �� �

�� 	A� s �� � � � ��� 	A� s �� � and �� 	A� s �� �

�� 	A� s �� �B� � �
B such that �� 
B� s �� �

�� 	A� s �� �B� � �
B it holds that �� 
B� s �� �

�� 	A� s �� [B]�Uee�� �
A�B it holds that �n � 0 such that
(1) �� 	A� (F�E )n(s) �� � and
(2) �i with 0 � i � n we have �� 	A� (F�E )i(s) �� �

where 	E is defined as: 	E � 	A�A�B � 
A�B
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�� 	A� s �� �B��Uee� � �
A�B and �n � 0 such that
(1) �� 	A� (F�E )n(s) �� � and
(2) �i with 0 � i � n we have �� 	A� (F�E )i(s) �� �

where 	E is defined as: 	E � 	A�A�B � 
A�B

Validity on an ATS � is defined as validity in all strategy / state pairs of the ATS. If
� is valid on an ATS �, we say that � is a model for �. General validity of a formula
� is defined as validity on all possible ATSs. The logic ATL-STIT is the subset of all
general validities of �ATL-STIT over the class of ATSs.

Note that due to the constraints on ATSs, if an atomic proposition is evaluated true
on a strategy / state pair, all strategy / state pairs with the same state, will also have to
evaluate to true, because for atomic propositions assignment of truth values is indepen-
dent of the strategy. In Horty and Belnap’s STIT formalisms atomic propositions can
have different valuations at the same moment, depending on what history they are. In
our setting, only formulas referring strictly to the future can evaluate to different values
for the same moment, depending on the strategy with respect to which they are evalu-
ated. We might say that in Horty’s formalisms choices may affect the present, while our
choices may only affect the strict future (both frameworks assume it makes no sense to
account for choices affecting the past).

The most important aspect of the above definition is the truth condition for the STIT
operators. Note that we evaluate the STIT operator [B]� for a group of agents B with
respect to a strategy for another group A. The truth condition expresses exactly in what
sense the group B may see to it that � in a strategy of group A, namely, exactly if � is
guaranteed by the agents in the intersection of both groups. This exploits the intuition
that if a subgroup of agents sees to it that �, all supergroups also see to it that �. Now
we show that ATL is a fragment of the logic ATL-STIT.

Theorem 1. The logic ATL is the fragment of the logic ATL-STIT determined by the
definitions ��A��� �de f �A[A]� and [[A]]� �de f �A�A��.

Proof. We show that for this fragment, the valuation of formulas becomes ‘moment
determinate’, that is, for all strategy / state pairs with the same state (moment), they
evaluate to the same truth value (see Horty [6] for further explanation of this termi-
nology). First note that the truth condition for the combined (‘fused’, as Horty calls it)
operator �A[A]�, reduces to the following moment determinate truth condition.

�� 	A� s �� �A[A]�Uee�� �
A such that �A it holds that �n � 0 such that
(1) �� 	A� (F�A ��A

)n(s) �� � and
(2) �i with 0 � i � n we have �� 	A� (F�A � �A

)i(s) �� �

This truth condition is completely independent of the strategy 	A. For similar reasons
the truth condition for the combined operator �A�A�� is moment determinate. Now no-
tice that also all other formulas of the sub-language determined by ��A��� �de f �A[A]�
and [[A]]� �de f �A�A�� are moment determinate. This means the quantification over all
strategy / state pairs in the definition of validity gives the same result when performed
only with respect to all states (moments). It is not too difficult to see that we thus arrive
at a concise, but correct semantics for ATL.
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Proposition 1. The logic of the operators �A� is S5 for every set A.

This is due to the fact that S5 is sound and complete for equivalence classes. The ac-
cessability relation for the modal operator �A is the relation connection alternative A
strategies. For any given model the ‘alternative relation’ forms a fixed equivalence class.
As a consequence we have validities such as

�� [A]�� �A[A]�

saying that if agents A strategically see to it that �, indeed they have the ability to do so,
and

�� �A�A��� �A��

saying that if for all strategies it is the case that agents A may encounter �, they cur-
rently perform a strategy where they possibly encounter �. It also follows that nesting of
operators �A and �A is not meaningful, since it is well-known that nested S5 formulas
can be replaced by logically equivalent non-nested formulas.

Proposition 2. The operators �A� obey the interaction axioms:

�� �A�� �B�A�

�� �A�� �B�A�

Below we list only a few more validities. Possible complete axiomatizations for the
present logic are still under investigation.

Proposition 3. Additionally, we have the following validities and non-validities.

�� [A]�� [B]� for A � B
�� �A��� �B�� for A � B
�� [A]X� � [B]X�� [A � B]X(�� �)
�� �A � B�X(�� �) � �A�X� � �B�X�

Note that for the third validity, we do not need the condition of sets A and B being
disjoint, as in the axiomatizations of CL [12] and ATL.

4 Epistemic ATL-STIT

As a demonstration of the applicability of the formalism, we extend it with epistemic
modalities. We interpret the epistemic modalities using epistemic indistinguishability
relations over over strategy / state pairs. The resulting fine-grained epistemic structures
enable us to shed new light on the problem of so called ‘uniform strategies’.

4.1 Basic Definitions

First we extend the language of ATL-STIT with an operator Ka� for agent a knows �,
an operator EA� for agents A all know that �, an operator DA� for agents A would know
that � if they would exchange all their knowledge, and an operator CA� for agents A
commonly know that �.
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Definition 8. Well-formed formulas of the temporal language�E-ATL-STIT are defined
by:

�� �� � � � :� p � �� � � � � � Ka� � EA� � DA� � CA� � �A� � �A� � [A]� � �A��
�� �� � � � :� �Uee�

To accommodate epistemic reasoning, we want to define S5 indistinguishability rela-
tions over the units of evaluation, that is, strategy / state pairs. However, we have to
be careful. As pointed out before, in for instance [13], adding epistemic indistinguisha-
bility relations to arbitrary ATSs leaves room for ambiguity: in particular, what is the
epistemic status of an action leading from one state to another one that is epistemically
indistinguishable? Should we interpret this as the agents not being able to recall the
action? Or do they recall the action, but only do not know the resulting and originating
state? To avoid this ambiguity, we can better add epistemic relations to ATSs that are
trees.

Definition 9. An ATS � � (S �� � �) is an ATS where the function � is such that the
system relation �sys is a tree.

Now note that on the subclass of tree-ATSs, the definitions of section 3.2 result in
exactly the same logic ATL-STIT. This is because any ordinary ATS can be unravelled
into a tree-ATS that is modally indistinguishable.

Now we can add the epistemic indistinguishability relations for separate agents. This
results in a most general setup for the semantics of E-ATL-STIT, where beforehand
nothing is determined about whether agents recall their actions or not: if there is an
epistemic indistinguishability relation between two subsequent states of a fixed strategy,
the agents cannot recall having done that action, but if there is not such a relation, they
can.

Definition 10. We extend models � � (S �� � �) to models � � (S ��A�� � �). The
relation �a for individual agents a is an equivalence relation over strategy / state pairs
(	A� s).

We can define any of the multi-agent versions of knowledge, that is, distributed (or
implicit) knowledge, shared knowledge (everybody knows) and common knowledge
(reflexive transitive closure of shared knowledge), in terms of the indistinguishabil-
ity relations over strategy / state pairs for the individual agents. In the standard way,
we extend the truth definitions with the following clauses for the (group) knowledge
operators.

Definition 11.

�� 	A� s �� Ka� � �(
B� t) with (	A� s)�a(
B� t) it holds that �� 
B� t �� �

�� 	A� s �� EA� � �(
B� t) with (	A� s)(
�

a�A
�a)(
B� t) it holds that �� 
B� t �� �

�� 	A� s �� DA� � �(
B� t) with (	A� s)(
�

a�A
�a)(
B� t) it holds that �� 
B� t �� �

�� 	A� s �� CA� � �(
B� t) with (	A� s)((
�

a�A
�a)�)(
B� t) it holds that �� 
B� t �� �
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The above proposal for adding the epistemic dimension is very general. Clearly it results
in an S5 logic for individual agent knowledge, while leaving the sub-logic of ATL-STIT
in tact. Of course several intuitive extra relational properties can be considered, leading
to specific interaction properties. However, for our discussion on uniform strategies,
below, the definitions suffice.

4.2 The Problem of Uniform Strategies

The most discussed problem for epistemic additions to ATL discussed in the literature
(ATEL [14]), is the problem of so called ‘uniform strategies’. We briefly recall the
problem by means of the cards example from [13] (which we slightly adapt). There
is a deck of three cards, A, K and Q. There is a somewhat unconventional order on
these cards, where A beats K, K beats Q, but Q beats A. Now consider two gambling
agents a and b who each get a card from the dealer. Before a showdown occurs, agent
a is given the choice to swap his card with the one remaining on the dealers deck.
Apparently due to the incompleteness of his knowledge a does not know a winning
strategy. He does not know the card still in the deck, but depending on what this card
is, he either has to swap or not in order to win. Structures of ATEL equip ATSs with
epistemic indistinguishability relations between states (moments). Now it is perceived
as counterintuitive that in the ATEL structures we can draw for this little game, at the
moment corresponding to the decision point of agent a, it is true that Ka��a��win. This
holds since the agent cannot distinguish the state where he has the winning card from
the state where he has the loosing card, but whichever state he is in, it has a guaranteed
possibility to win if it chooses the right strategy in the right state. However, the truth
of this formula is perceived as counterintuitive since one is tempted to believe that it
expresses that a has a single ‘uniform strategy’ for winning, that is, a strategy that
guarantees a win irrespective of the state the agent is in.

But it appears to us that if we stay faithful to the intended meaning of the opera-
tors involved, the formula is not counterintuitive: it exactly expresses what is the case,
namely that agent a knows that there is a strategy to win. Indeed that does not imply
that he knows what strategy to apply, which, in this case, is exactly the only reason
why he cannot ensure the win. So, the problem appears to be that one is tempted to
read something in the formula that is not there, namely, that the agent knows a uniform
strategy for winning. Maybe the present formalism, that decomposes the standard ATL
operators in two separate modal operators, enables us to see that more clearly.

However, an ensuing problem is that one indeed would like to have a way of express-
ing that an agent, or group of agents does not know what the current state is, while at
the same time they do know (or do not know) how to win. In the above example, the
agent a did not know how to win. We would like to have a formula corresponding to
that fact. In ATEL [14] we cannot express that. But the present formalism, with its more
fine grained epistemic structures, enables us to express this directly as ��aKa[a]win,
that is, a has no single strategy for which he knows he is guaranteed to win. We can-
not find an equivalent formula in ATEL, because ATEL’s semantic structures are not
fine-grained enough in two respects. First, because in ATEL, evaluation is only with
respect to states, it cannot give semantics to the decomposition of the ATL operator
��A��� into �A[A]�, and second, because epistemic indistinguishability relations are
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defined over states, it cannot give semantics to the notion of an agent knowing a strat-
egy.

Then the question is, does this solve the problem of so called ‘uniform strategies’
as formulated in the literature? That depends on how one looks at it. Actually it is not
completely clear to us what in the context of ATSs, should be understood by a ‘uni-
form strategy’. The notion of ‘uniform strategy’ comes from game theory [15]. But
game theory is different from logic in that it studies the properties of game structures as
such, that is, independent of a logical language like ATL to be interpreted over them. In
game structures the choices have action names. ATL, and also STIT-ATL are endoge-
nous temporal formalisms that cannot express anything related to the action names of
game structures. And in particular those action names have been associated to the no-
tion of ‘uniform strategies’. Uniform strategies have been described as strategies where
the ’same actions’ are performed from different states to ensure a certain property. If
actions have names, the same actions can be defined as actions having corresponding
names. The present proposal does not solve the problem of uniform strategies inter-
preted in this sense. We believe, solutions would require an exogenous language, where
in one way or the other there is reference to the names of actions in the object lan-
guage. However, in a weaker sense the present proposal does solve the problem. In
ATSs actions are identified with what they bring about. Then, typically, single strate-
gies take different actions from different states. And it is also the other way around:
taking two different strategies in two different states may mean that one performs the
same actions. Now, if ‘knowing a uniform strategy for �, without possibly knowing the
current state’ is defined as ’knowingly seeing to it that �, without possibly knowing
the current state’, the present proposal does offer a solution to the problem of uniform
strategies.

Generalizing the idea in [7] we can express that there is an A-strategy, where the
agents A commonly know that they ensure � as:

�ACA[A]�

Agents A commonly knowing the existence of a strategy (without knowing whether
they actually perform the strategy) is expressed as:

CA�A[A]�

Note that in the first of the above formulas, for the concept of ‘a group of agents
A knowingly performing a strategy’, we used that the agents have common knowledge
that they perform the strategy. We thus defined this concept as CA[A]�. In our opinion
distributed knowledge or shared knowledge is not enough. For instance, me and a friend
can only knowingly follow a strategy of meeting in Paris someday if I know that he
knows, and I know that he knows that I know, etc.

5 Related Research

Horty ([6] p. 151) explains that it is not that easy to generalize the standard STIT frame-
work where evaluation is with respect to moment / history pairs, to the strategic case.
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In general, more than one strategy may be compatible with the same moment / history
pair. Horty’s first suggestion is then to implicitly quantify over all strategies that cor-
respond to a given moment / history pair. His second suggestion is much closer to the
solution proposed in this paper (note that here we assume the close relatedness between
the STIT-framework and the ATL-framework we explored in [10]). Horty suggests to
evaluate formulas with respect to ‘state / history / history-set’ triples (where the history
is an element of the history-set), and to define the semantics of his strategic STIT oper-
ator [A cstit : �] (agents A strategically see to it that �) as there being a strategy 	, such
that the history-set equals the histories admitted by the strategy, and � being true on
all these histories. Our proposal differs from this proposal on three points. First, for the
present ATL-setting we do not see the need to include the history in the units for evalu-
ation. Second, we think it is better to simply see the strategies themselves as part of the
units of evaluation. We explicitly need this in our discussion of uniform strategies in
section 4.2. Finally, we believe Horty’s definition fails to model the important property
that if a set of agents sees to something, any superset also sees to that same something.
This property follows from our definition as the result of taking the intersections in the
truth conditions for [A]� and �A��.

Using ideas similar to ours Müller [8] defines a semantics for the notion of ‘contin-
uous action’ in the STIT framework. Like us, Müller suggests to take up strategies as
elements in the units over which to evaluate formulas. To be more precise, Müller eval-
uates with respect to ‘context-state / state / history / strategy’ quadruples. His notion
of ISTIT (is seeing to it that), is then defined, roughly, as truth on all histories admit-
ted by the strategy. Although the idea to take up strategies in the units of evaluation
is similar, other aspects of the approach are quite different. That is not too surprising,
since Müller’s aim is an ISTIT operator, while we aim at a strategic STIT operator. Also
Müller does not aim at defining a multi-agent variant of his operator. More in particular,
his strategies are always single agent strategies. In our setting, the problem of dealing
with multi-agent strategies is central.

Finally, also Jamroga and gnotes [9] suggest to change the units of evaluation. Aim-
ing at solving the problem of uniform strategies in ATEL, they suggest to evaluate for-
mulas with respect to sets of states. However, their approach is much further removed
from our approach than Horty’s or Müller’s.

6 Conclusion

This paper extends ATL with strategic STIT operators. We argued that the evaluation
with respect to strategy / state pairs is essential for a logic that aims to reason about
decisions that are fixed for groups of agents. Here the decisions are to take a particular
strategy. Also we discussed the problem of uniform strategies, and explained how our
formalism can be seen as a partial answer to that problem.

There are many possible applications of this extended formalism. We discussed some
preliminary investigations in the epistemic realm. Another route of investigation is the
extension with deontic operators. One of the reasons STIT logics are popular in de-
ontic logic is that they are the best formalism around to model the fourth sentence
of Chisholm’s infamous benchmark scenario for deontic formalizations [16]. To add
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deontic expressivity, we may consider several options. For instance, Wansing [17] has
suggested to model personal obligations imposed by one agent onto the other by iden-
tifying this with ‘agent a sees to it that agent b is punished if he does not comply to
his obligations’. This approach can incorporated in the present framework very well.
Another option is simply to define a deontic accessibility relation over strategy / state
pairs, like we did for the epistemic indistinguishability relation.
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